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*Sustainment - Student can miss only two techniques (90%) in order to continue.
  
  
A student must wait a minimum of one day to retest if sustainment test is failed.  
 
**Prior to continuing with the test, the student will be given 10 minutes of recovery time***
SUSTAINMENT FROM PREVIOUS BELTS (Tan-1st Degree Black Belt)
1.  Technique #01
2.  Technique #02
3.  Technique #03
4.  Technique #04
5.  Technique #05
6.  Technique #06
7.  Technique #07
8.  Technique #08
9.  Technique #09
10.  Technique #10
11.  Technique #11
12.  Technique #12
13.  Technique #13
14.  Technique #14
15.  Technique #15
16.  Technique #16
17.  Technique #17
18.  Technique #18
19.  Technique #19
20.  Technique #20
21.  Technique #21
22.  Technique #22
23.  Technique #23
24.  Technique #24
25.  Technique #25
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BLACK BELT 2ND DEGREE PERFORMANCE TEST
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Adobe Designer 8
In order to obtain a 2nd Degree black belt; the student must score 90%; a student can fail no more than 1 technique (7.6 points each).  If a student fails testing, he/she must wait a minimum of a day to retest.
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2ND DEGREE TECHNIQUES
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
MULTIPLE ENGAGEMENT FLOW DRILL
a.  Bayonet Techniques (Bayonet Trainer)
     3.  Execute Butt Stroke Response
a.  Bayonet Technique (Wooden Bayonet Trainer)
     2.  Execute Thrust Response
     1.  Execute Slash Response
b.  Bayonet Trainer vs. Knife
     2.  Execute Outside Attack
     1.  Execute Inside Attack
d.  Bayonet Trainer vs. Unarmed
     2.  Execute Outside Attack
     1.  Execute Inside Attack
     1.  Execute a Response
d.  Bayonet (Wooden Bayonet Trainer) vs. Unarmed
     1.  Execute an Attack 
c.  Bayonet (Wooden Bayonet Trainer) vs. Weapons of Opportunity
     1.  Execute an Attack
b.  Bayonet (Wooden Bayonet Trainer) vs. Knife
     1.  Execute an Attack
c.  Bayonet Trainer vs. Weapons of Opportunity
     2.  Execute Outside Attack
     1.  Execute Inside Attack
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